Installation instructions for a PanelGlide sectional door between reveal fitting kit

1. Pack contents: 12 nuts
   12 bolts
   6 right angled wall brackets
   6 vertical angle brackets.

2. Bolt right angled wall bracket to vertical angle bracket using nut and bolt supplied.

3. Slide vertical angle bracket onto vertical leg until locking tongue on vertical bracket locks into place, at this point the back hole on the plate will align with the hole on the vertical track.

4. Bolt vertical angle bracket to vertical plate on track (only 1 bolt is required).

5. Both tracks require 3 track fixings which are evenly spaced.

6. Fixings for fixing to brickwork are not supplied.

7. 3 pieces of profile “B” material supplied to be fixed to vertical legs and top lintel with a self adhesive substance.

8. Pop-rivets are supplied to hold profiles in place if required.